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CAPITALS AND VILLAGE COMMUNITIES AT THE 
BEGINNING OF CHINA'S HISTORY* 

ILDIKO ECSEDY 

Research into China's ancient history cannot be achieved by a rapid 
drive to conquer the subject in a manner made possible e.g. by one single 

discovery. Instead, while cutting one's way along its untrodden paths, one 

meets différent puzzles that have to be solved once again, before any further 

step forward сап be taken. 

An inherent difficulty in any approach to the beginning of Chinese 

history is raised by the well-known enigma that the extant literary sources 

and the actual archaeological evidence of early times are in several cases 

incompatible ; at least they cannot be harmonized or even connected in an 

unambiguous manner. China's traditional philology showed an interest in 

the past of the written tradition itself, rather than in its objective bases and 

background hidden in the earth. Thus when archaeological excavations began 
in the 20th Century—especially from the 1920s—scholars could hardly find a 

firm basis for the chronicle history on the newly discovered pièces of land of a 

past culture. This happened despite increasingly more detailed and scrupulous 
volumes of textual commente, or, in several respects, as a conséquence of them, 

i.e. their one-sided view and the related danger of misinterpreting the records 

involved.1 

The archaeological results could be "disturbed" by written evidence at 

least concerning the historical beginning, partly bacause of the lack or scarce 

occurrences of the related records, and partly because they were pushed into 

the fabulous périphéries of the written tradition. Their credit could be 

doubted—in the light of modem scholarly studies—because once they were in 

* A preliminary summary of my research that is to be published in a volume A 

kttuii dllam kezdetei (On the Beginnings of the Chinese State) by Akadémiai Kiadô. It 

was submitted to the Kôrôsi Csoina Society in 1980 ; cf. Ôstârsadalom es âzsiai termelési 

môd (Primitive Society and the Asiatic Mode of Production), F. Tôkei (ed.) : Elvek és 

utnk (Principles and ways). 2nd (enlarged) édition. Magvetô, Budapest 1982, 114-143. 
1 For the earliest written sources, on their problème, and the extent and limit of 

their credibility, see B. Karlgren's works, e.g. The authenticity of ancient Chinese texte. 

BMFEA 1 (1929), 165-183; The early history of the Chou Li and Tso Chuan texts. 

BMFEA 3 (1931), 1-59. 
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ECSEDY 

terpreted literally, according to the literacy of several subsequent periods : they 
were torn from the historical phenomena proper that were presented in them. 

The related chronological inconsequences, for instance—sometimes referring 
to different chronological traditions—discredited the records concerning early 
times to such an extent that in the main neither their systematic justification 
nor complete rejection was tried, even when they could be compared to various 

Instructions gained from recent archaeological research. 

The excavations also brought about new problems. Namely, based on 

the new evidence of archaeology, the question could no longer be raised con 

cerning whether or not a certain year, e.g. at the 3rd millennium В. C. was or 

could be the time of accession to the throne of the mythic “emperor’’ 伏儀 
Fu-hsi—discoverer of the divination signs as a ‘‘reflection” of celestial con 

figurations — and wonder whether he ruled for 115 years, when the “imperial” 
domination of the Divine Cultivator iji申農 Shen-nung must have began. Not 

even the question e.g. about the year 2205 В. C. —or an у other related date—as 

the first ruling year of the water-regulating 禹 Yü's legendary “dynasty” 
Hsia seemed reasonable. Instead of a scrutiny of the divergent chronological 
traditions, it became timely to examine whether any representative criteria 

could be found at all for indicating the limits of a distinct cultural sphere in 

time and space, related to a certain ruling house or ruler of the tradition, etc. 

For, the year 2205, or any year in its vicinity, seems to have been as much an 

insignificant—or significant—year of Asia's neolithic age as the preceding 
centuries, or even millennia. 

The first period that could be justified and dated by archaeological re 

search— and thus considered historical with good reason—was determined and, 

by necessity, simplified as the age of Shang rule (17th—llth centuries В. C.), 
or rather as that of its centre and capital 安邑 An-i or 大邑 Ta-i in modern 

Honan, as shov/n by the excavations around 安陽 An-yang. Based on the 

representative achievement of this age and territory that serves as the basis of 

its evaluation, the rise and rule of Shang (and the ruling clan Yin) became 

equivalent to China's bronze age, irrespective of its direct antecedents and 

actual sphere, i.e. its limits and the contemporary fate of the preceding phenom 
ena in the neighbourhood, etc. The place and role of Shang's bronze age, 
its roots and connections were examined many decades after the first discov 

eries, primarily because the excavations at An-yang, that began in the 1920s, 

remained the only archaeological research of importance until the establish 

ment of the People's Republic of China in 1949.2 (At least concerning historical 

times ; the ancestors of man were in the meanwhile excavated in sites outside 

2 See an early summary of science-historical signifioanee by H. Maspero, La Chine 

antique (1927). New ed. : Annales du Musée Guimet, Bibliothèque d'Etudes Vol. 71. 

Presses Universitaires de France, Paris 1965, 30-31 sqq. 
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CAPITAL8 AXI) YILLACK COMMCXIl'IKS 9 

the sphere of historical vicissitudes that, because of this, could remain even in 
a prehistoric state.) 

The archaeological researcli around An-yang was soon hindered by the 

civil war and world war respectively, so that even the researchers escaped to 

T'aiwan.3 When the excavations restarted in the 1950s, they lacked the méth 
ode and means of natural sciences for an exact dating. In China e.g. radio 

carbon examinations did not begin before the 1970s, and they became regulär 
only from the late 1970s, and the dates were only gradually corrected with 
the help of other dating methods.4 It is therefore not surprising that the 
neolithic sites with primitive agriculture, excavated around An-yang and 
farther from the seat of Shang, could at most be considered a kind of past and 
antécédent of the "bronze âge" discovered at An-i. 

Until recent times, the related aspect of Shang as an island of the bronze 

age seemed to détermine—although unintentionally—the introductory parts 
of the reference-books on Chinese history. According to them the rudimentary 
economic and cultural sphere of neolithic cultivators' land, having given birth 
to Shang—discovering and producing bronze—was conquered and, at one 

sweep, transformed by civilizing measurements, thus founding the later Chi 
nese Empire. This view —i.e. the usual bronze-age world view5 —did not change 
much during the further and more detailed examinations either. Shang's 
bronze-age prestige, projected to its whole realm, remained intact even when 
the rudimentary economical picture of the territory turned out to be the base 

of a primitive social structure, including "barbarian" rites of hunters in the 

court, that were not devoid of the apparently well-known practice of human 

sacrifices, in the royal sphere at least.6 Nevertheless, the excavations so far 

clearly revealed the fact that with the contemporary geography of that land— 
with woods and marshes, and with a few southern slopes of hills, suitable for 
human habitation—all that could not represent the coherent system of culti 

vated lands, i.e. the view of civilization usual in Chinese eyes in historical 
times.7 

The philological examination of written sources has not yet been really 
embarrassed by the recently opened neolithic sites around the Shang seat or 

3 Cf. Li Chi, Anyang. Univ. of Washington Press, Kent (England) 1977. 
4 Cf. К. С. Chang, Radiocarbon dates from China. Current Anthropology 14 

(1973) No. 5, 525-528. See the summary of the examinations concerning the Shang age : 

Chang, Shang Civilization. Yale University Press, 1980, New Häven-London 370-372. 
5 This can be seen in the oeuvre of G. V. Childe, e.g. in What Happened in History 

(1947). Revised édition, Penguin Books, 1954. 
6 Cf. J. Gernet, La Chine ancienne des origines à l'empire. Que sais je? No. 1113, 

Presses Universitaires de France, Paris 1964, 8-10, 33-39 sqq. 
7 Cf. my paper The Asiatic bases of Chinese civilization. In : F. Tôkei (ed.) : 

Primitive Society and the Asiatic Mode of Production, Corvina, Budapest (in préparation), 
in the chapter "The land of the first Settlements". 
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10 I. ECSEDY 

even farther away, and not only because the surroundings of an archaic 

historical phase could not affer an easily datable représentative finding, for 

a relative chronology at least, for pointing out the archaeological strata and 

geographical sphere which could be considered synchronie or corresponding 
to the Shang-Yin culture, datable through the records of oracle-bones. 

Since a bronze-age ruling-house —or the discovery of bronze itself—is 

expected to bring about a décisive turn, transforming its whole sphere, Shang 
could retain its final and overwhelming dominance in the related early 

chapters of reference-books. This happened long after it became clear that the 

culture named upon Shang (-Y in) must have had several sites similar to An-i, 
the latter being the most important—it seems—because in any case, it was a 

centre of political importance, or because it survived until it gained an evident 

role in a historical continuity of its culture. 

From an archaeological point of view it can be concluded that among 
the bronze-producing centres and représentative Settlements of the Shang-Yin 
culture, that which opened in An-yang became dominant.8 From a more tradi 

tional —"philological" — angle, however, all this can also be summarized by a 

remark that the bronze-age in China made rudimentary attempts prior to the 

establishment of the S/wmgr-residence, being one of the résidences mentioned 

in the records, but successfully explored by excavations. Furthermore, since 

findings with inscriptions were found in other sites as well, first the filiation, 
i.e. origin of bronze-casting or script is searched for, the place where they 
came from, and the way in which they arrived at An-i or from there to another 

"Capital".9 The search in question again separated these achievements, created 

in the capitals, from their surrounding région, irrespective of their local roots 

and other regional relationships. Naturally the présent state of the excava 

tions now in progress, and the sparse or preliminary reports about them could 

and should be mentioned as an excuse for the above comfortable manner of 

considération and research. 

Nevertheless, the recent results of archaeology at least permit the for 

mulation of a few enigmas of divergences in the written and archaeological 
evidence, respectively, regarding the foundation of China's civilization. Name 

ly, the extant records concern the residence(s) of Shang, its rulers and 

their Chou-time inheritors first and foremost ; then, they refer mainly to 

Chou's court and the residence(s) of its high-ranking subjects, several times 

8 In an unbiased summary of Shung archaeology, Chang Kwang-chih set forth a 

similar opinion : The Archaeology of Ancient China (1963). Revised and enlarged édition, 

Yale University Press, New Häven-London 1972/1977 (Printed in 1981 ). Shang is analysed 
on the same large cultural basis in his new book, too : Shang Civilization. 1980 [cf. rny 

review in this issue of Acta Orient. Hung.]. 
9 Cf. S. Kuczera, Kitajskaja archeologija 1065-1974 gg.: paleolit — époha In'. 

Nahodki i problemy. Nauka, Moscow 1977. 
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CAPITALS AND VILLAGE COMMUNITIES 11 

even as late as the second half of the Chou period (llth-3rd centuries B.C.). 

Only the passages on conquests and the division of land ("granting of land") 
or tribute-paying reveal that there must have been a whole related région, 
worthy of being taken into account "under the heaven", i.e. in the "empire" : 
in the actual or potential realm of the ruling house in question. 

"Shang culture" as a whole not only exceeds the scope of the records 

concerning Shang (and early Chou) times, but even the tribute-paying popula 
tion of the Shang-house seems to have been outside the horizon of the inscrip 
tions and other records (prepared and preserved in the capitale). On the other 

hand, upon archaeological inquiry, the région which can be inferred from the 

records, proves to be a firm basis of neolithic agriculture, from times several 
millennia prior to historical dynasties, surrounding the bronze-producing is 
lands of the cultural centres ; the neolithic environment also seems to have 

existed synchronie with their rise as political centres and still later, without 

easily datable distinguishing moments or a level of chronological guarantee in 
the villages. It is not un justifiable to formulate the situation in such a way 
that the early literaey—the script being a discovery and monopoly of royal 
seats—primarily preserved the chronicle history of the rulers' résidences, 
whilé the true history of the land-cultivating people must be traced in the 

archaeological remnants of their activity. (This conclusion, intended for the 
due évaluation of the recent archaeology in China, at least properly character 
izes the difficulties of a désirable attempt at harmonizing the instruction of 
différent types of historical source material.)10 

Evidently, the land-cultivating people could not reeeive their due place 
in the written tradition; archaeology, however, happens to miss evidence of 

royal courts and capitals in certain periods. Up to the présent time, even the 

possible places of e.g. the early Chou capitals remain hidden by the earth, as 
well as the seats of Shang or (from 1400 B.C.) Y in ruling house, although sever 
al names of "capitals" were recorded, referring to the periods in question. 
A suspicion could also be raised to the effect that the discovery and opening 
up of those capitals have been delayed by objective difficulties, and this indeed 

might be the case concerning several old seats and new sites. But there are 

few intact sites where one could hope to find a city-like settlement, or where a 

représentative settlement could have been built under the conditions given in 

early China, especially in the provinces that may conceal findings of the 
nucleus of early Chinese civilization.11 

The lack of the related material evidence naturally weakens the sub 
stance of the written documents. Well-known experts of early С/кж-times 

10 Cf. К. С. Chang, Chinese archaeology since 1949. The Journal of Chinese Studies 

XXXVI: 4 (August 1977), 564. 
11 This is shown by the recent results of the archaeological excavations around 

Shang'e résidence (cf. our Notes 3, 8). 
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12 I. ECSBDV 

also raised serious doubts concerning the reliability of the written sources on 

the first, so-called Western period of the Chou House (prior to 771 B.C.), 

legendary for its capital-foundations, an ancestor of the dynasty being /,'3 </> 

Chou-kung : the founder of the historical С/мж-capital Lo-i, later 

Lo-yang.12 In the first decades of the 20th Century the research of textual 

critic character queried if the texts, traditionally attributed to Chou-time 

authors, were really prepared as early as in the Chou period ; and the related 

doubts were strengthened, especially regarding the centuries around the turn 

of the Ist millennium B.C., by the results of archaeology, i.e. its failure to 

find the expected représentative Settlements on the suspected territory of a 

capital, attributed to the early Chou House. 

The explored site of the (last) Shang residence decorously represented 
China's bronze age ; the findings included the remains of columnar palaces 

(at least : "high houses"), bases of public buildings with an elevated foreground 
and handicraft Workshops, etc. It seems reasonable to suppose that this cap 

ital of Shang, excavated at An-yang, was conquered by Chou, and—after 

having left a few earlier, both smaller and humbîer royal résidences, at least 

after the flight to the east in 771/770 В. C.—it was established as a seat, or 

it was taken as a model when founding Lo-i : the ancestor of the later "Eastern 

Capital" of the Chinese Empire. The remains of the two capitale are not so far 

from one another that the shift could break the continuity from Shang to 

Chou, i.e. to the age of Springs and Autumns (8th 7th centuries B.C.) and 

warring principalities (6th-3rd centuries B.C.), respectively, with their "Chou 

time" statelets and courts, imitating the rulers and résidences of Chou, and 

thus adopting the bronze-age achievements, too. (As it is well known, China's 

iron age did not begin earlier than the middle of the С/гсж-period, with delays 
and difficulties then and later as well.) 

This kind of a summary of China's early history in a form of the "history 
of capitals", preserved in the chronicles of this sphere of Chinese history, did 

not necessarily include the daily work and life of the peasants' world. The latter 

must have seemed unchangeable and lacking spectacular events that should 

have been thought worthy of chronicle records, even if it was the peasants' 
work that served as the basis for the empire, and even if their welfare was 

always the title of rule, ranks and ruling functions. (The Shih-ching "Book of 
Odes" considered the best source of peasant life of the Chou period, must have 

preserved —as a matter of fact—songs merely performing peasant life, in the 

ceremonies of the Chou, or Chou-time royal or principal courts.)u 

12 See e.g. H. G. Creel, The Origine of Statecraft in China. Vol. One : The Western 

Chou Empire. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago-London 1970, 363-366. 
13 On the character and other problème of the Shih-ching "Book of Odes" see 

Maspero, La Chine Antique, 354-357 ; F. Tôkei, Naissance de l'élégie chinoise. K'iu Yuan 

et son époque. Les Essais CXXV, Gallimard, Paris 1967, 79-114. 
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CAPITALS AND VILLAGE COMMTJNITIES 13 

In the above "capital history", primarily reflecting only a cultural con 

tinuity, there remained no place and function of Chou's rule, repeatedly refer 

red to by the written tradition as having been initiated by the establishment of 

a new capital. Without it, however, we could not understand the role of the 

Chou prince Chou-kung. He did not become a ruler, but he was attributed with 

the function of a cultural hero of "city-foundation", introducing the stately 
cérémonies that gave a cultic rank to the capital ; for this reason, he was also 

considered the ancestor of the north-eastern Chou-time statelet Lu, the birth 

place of Confucius and Confucianism. The lengthy and frequently met passages 
on Chou-kung and his above mentioned role need some explanation even in 

the case of a fictitious story without a historical nucleus, i.e. a puzzle to be 

solved or a matter to be justified by modern hypercriticism. But the re-examina 

tion of the texts in question is made both easier and more complicated by the 

recent archaeological findings, strengthening the credit of the texts of alleg 

edly Chou-time origin, even if the works containing them were compiled in 

Han times (206 B.C.-220 A.D.). Not only do their objective arguments re-ap 

pear from the earth, but their occurrence in tombs of e. g. early Han age may 

prove that they must have existed prior to Han philology, too ; and this is 

also shown by inscriptions that date from the Chou period.14 
However, the présent State of archaeology does not provide suitable 

assistance concerning those early Chou times, when direct information is also 

rare in the records. While searching for material evidence of the continuity 
between the Shang capital—documented by thousands of oracle bones and a 

few short inscriptions, hardly interprétable from the point of view of chronicle 

history—and that of Eastern Chou, described by lengthy documents (still 

needing justification), inbetween archaeology is as silent as the records seem 

to be for a few centuries, say, in the llth-8th centuries B.C. The archaeological 

findings are not to be missed from that period, and not even the remains of 

Settlements are lacking, but we do not find the traces of a huge "urban" settle 

ment, worthy of Shang, and this does not seem a conséquence of insufficient 

search. In the case of a direct continuation of the residence of Shang rulers, 
one big settlement could be expected instead of dozens of later Eastern Chou 

royal seats, imitating the Chou capital in the subject principalities of the 

Cliou Empire. 
The synchronie silence of the two types of sources—records and archaeolo 

gy—suggests the raising of new questions. Are the land-cultivating people 

really not mentioned in the records, written in Chou times ? and are the traces 

from capital to capital really lacking in the archaeological findings which 

14 See the detailed referenees and further arguments in my forthcoming book 

On the Beginnings of the Chinese State. 
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14 I. ECSEDY 

refer to that period ？ A new approach may shed some light both on their com 
mon gap, and the myth of Chou-kung’s foundation of the capital. 

The best historical source of early Chinese history, especially for the 

period indicated in its title (8th-6th centuries B.C.): the chronicle “Springs 
and Autumns” (Ch^un-ch'iu, with its commentaries), was devoted to royal or 

principal persons, residing within their walled residences. But we can also find 
there a few passages on the builders of the walls. In a closer analysis, the 

people participating in the public works of the ruler's residences, were not 
constant inhabitants of the fortified Settlements. In addition to a few technical 

experts, being high-ranking court officials, the ordinary workers involved in 

the construction and reconstruction of fortifications seem to have been peasants 

cultivating their lands not so far from the royal (principal) seats that they 
could not have reached it without serious difficulties, but not so near that 

their Services could have been used at other times than after the end of agri 
cultural year. They must have been in regulär contact with the capital, beyond 
their tributary relationship, too, and their labour power must have been 

claimed for extraordinary public works, for which—it seems—the patriarchal 
servants (and/ог slaves) in the ruler's court and in the houses (families) of his 

escort were not available in a satisfactory number. 

With regard to the ordinary people called in to repair the walls we are 

informed by scattered chronicle passages to the effect that their year consisted 

of “three seasons”（三時 san-shih)—spring, summer, autumn—, and that а 

good ruler might utilize their service only in early spring and late autumn, 

respectively. This latter usage becomes clear from a careful reading of the 

"Monthly Prescriptions^ (月令 Yüeh-ling)，preserved in the “Book of Cere 

monies” (Li-chi). Its text, compiled in Hau times, prescribes the construction 

(or reconstruction) of the walls at the end of the royal Chou year, but as early 
as in the time of the Chou-time commentaries, explanations seemed necessary 
for the building works required, to be made in the winter snow and rain. We 

find, however, these same prescriptions—in а more complete formulation—in 

their due and natural season, too: after the harvest, at the beginning of au 

tumn, i.e. towards the natural end of the agricultural year, recalling an old 

time-reckoning custom of peasants in the time of Chou’各 royal calendar, too. 

Among the detailed records of dates in the chronicle Ch’un-ch’iu (and 
in its commentaries, first of all in the Tso-chuan) attention has to be paid to 

the special time-markers, used for determining the length of public works. 

These latter dates are not given in the System of the CÄow-calendar, used else 

where in the official records, and considered as obligatory for the subjects 
of Chou and its inheritors so much so that a divergent System would have meant 

a revolt. But the people ordered to corvee began or finished their work accord 
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CAPITALS AXD VILLAGE COMMUNITIES 15 

ing to certain stars (constellations), appearing at twilight (dawn and evening, 

respectively), i.e. upon an Observation of the sky according to village custom 

(and not according to astronomical observations, made in the night, from the 

middle of the CÄow-period at least). 
The constellations served as the time-markers of peasant life, as can be 

inferred from other sources as well. For example, the “Monthly Prescriptions” 

(Yüeh-ling) also outlined the due time of the different agricultural tasks ac 

cording to constellations, characterizing the phases of the sun's yearly motion, 
and upon other stars and constellations, too, in spite of a monthly division of 

time used throughout the text, as usual and obligatory in the time of Chou’s 

royal calendar or the imperial time-reckoning of the Hau courts. In addition, 
a few peculiar terms of time refer to old time-indicating customs, e.g. at the 

beginning and at the end, respectively, of the short year of peasant life (cf. 
that of three seasons of the chronicles, reflected in the title “Springs and 

Autumns” as well, these “years (of chronicle history)” tacitly referring to 

years beginning in the spring and ending in the autumn ； or see "TJie Book of 
Odes’，，where the 154th song, enumerating the events of village life in detail, 
month by month, does not mention an llth or 12th month, although it includes 

the work of the whole agricultural year, etc.). The beginning and end, respec 

tively, of the peasants’ “short year” was often indicated by a peculiar term 日中 

jih-chung, frequently translated literally as “the middle of the day” or “mid 

day”，forgetting its original astronomical content. At least in the chapter 
"Fao's canon”（堯典 Уао-йетг) of “The Book of Documents” (Shu-ching)—not 
later, and certain passages of it probably much earlier than the middle of the 

Chou iperiod—jih-chung can be interpreted as “the mediocre length of the 

days”，i.e. the time of the equinoxes in the spring or autumn. But the commen 

tary Tso-chuan (to the chronicle “Springs and Autuшns,,) applies it to the 

spring, and the misuse or mistaking of this time is shown as a serious crime 
or revolt in the quoted historical anecdotes. This vague term can be found in 

the Appendix to the ancient book of divination “The Book of Changes9>(I 
ching), in the description of the mythic fair of the “emperor” “Divine Culti 
vator" (Shen-nung) who called the inhabitants of various regions for a mutual 

exchange, to a market 市(shih)f i.e. a springtime fair, naturally before the 

beginning of the agricultural works.15 

In the above mythic story the exchange of goods between cultivators of 

different dWelling places, even if on “imperial” order or permission, is so u 

nique in China, raising trade to a State monopoly—and a kind of tax of the vil 

15 See É. Balâzs, F airs in China : Chinese Civilization and Bureaucracy. Variations 

on a Theme. Transi, by H. M. Wright, Ed. by A. F. Wright, Yale University Press, New 

Häven-London 196 73, 55-56. Cf. F. Tôkei, Genre Theory in China in the 3rd-6th Centuries 

(Liu Hsieh's Theory on Poetic Genres).Bibliotheca Orientalis Hungarica XV, Akadémiai 

Kiadô, Budapest 1971, 140 (N. 178). 
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16 r. ECSEDY 

lages brought to the administrative centre in the course of history—that it is 
worthwhile paying attention to a parallel of this case, that may strengthen 
the related social memory and its short record to this effect. Namely, on the 

sky of ancient China, among the “Ornaments”，i.e. celestial bodies and con 

figurations—which, according to “The Book of Changes” (I-ching), corre 

sponded to earthly forms and figures or they created and/or influenced their 

corresponding earthly forms—, we find a “Celestial Market”，too. It is the 

only large ‘‘market-place’’ there, apparently corresponding to a Square of the 

whole earthly realm of Chinese civilisation—the stars, forming the outlines of 
the market, being named after Cfiou-time principalities—where the separate 

regions (“star-statelets”）seem not to be separated, but connected by a central 

territory, being apparently attributed with market functions. For, in its de 

scriptions of imperial times, in the centre of the “Celestial Market”（天市 

ТЧеп-shih) we find the throne, with the buildings or institutions of the capital ； 
but originally in the Southern sphere of the sky, among the stars of the celestial 

configurations in question there was none able to represent the “centre”. 

(The sun also does not belong to that sphere, even if later on it was drawn 

there, similarly to the Pole Star, later on being the ‘‘ruler” of the sky, but ap 

pearing far from the “Celestial Market", in the North.) The most brilliant 

star of the southern celestial region concerned is the Antares—in the constel 

lation Scorpion—, called the “Star of Shang” (商星 Shang-hsing), and "Ce 

lestial King”（天王 ТЧеп-wang), respectively, though it seems to be only one 

of the stars in the outlines (“walls”）of the territory, apparently reflecting 
a post-Shang world-view. The star-chain of small “countries”，containing it, 

represents an archaic “wall” of the market-sphere, from a social-historical 

point of view at least ； having an archaic “wall” around the market-sphere, 
without a “ruling” centre, it gives the outlines of neolith-age Chinese culture, 

including the territory of contacts (市 shih). A politically also coherent, but 

smaller sphere is closed by a subsequent, Chou-time celestial configuration, 
known as “Twelve Countries”（十二國 Shih-erh-kuö)，showing the same type 

‘‘geographical self-portrait” view of the ancient Chinese astronomical tra 

dition. 

Based on recent archaeological results, it is not unrealistic to suppose an 

ancient agricultural tradition, referring to old times when the Antares was still 

able to indicate the beginning of the agricultural year, as shown by the picto 

gram of 農 nung，“agriculture”； the mistaking of that time must have been 

a ritual crime ：辱 ju ‘‘shame”.16 Then the sun must have stood just in the 

16 
Today both of these characters contain a part of the constellation Scorpion in 

the form ^ ch'en, cf. В. Karlgren, Grammata Serica Recensa. BMFEA 29 (1957), nung 

"agriculture, fariner", No. 1005a-f; ju : "disgrâce", "(disgrâce oneself =) condescend", 
No. 1223a. Cf. my paper Far eastern sources on the history of the steppe reqion. BEFEO 

LXIX (1981), 269, N. 13. 
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CAPITALS AND VILLAGE COMMUNITIES 17 

"centre" of the due constellation (jih-chung ; this type usage of the term can 
be regularly met e.g. in the "Monthly Prescriptions" (Yüeh-ling)), i.e. in the 

Scorpion. In short, all this must refer to a time, when the vernal equinox was 
connected with the appearance of the Scorpion, i.e. with a heliac rise of the 

Antares, many thousand years prior to historical China; maybe, somewhat 
south of Shang and Chou China—corresponding to the "celestial mirror" —, 
where archaeology did not find the territory "empty", even if it was not yet 
ruled by a "centre". Furthermore, the drawings of constellations that provide 
the above spectacular lesson, were represented in an astrological book, found 

recently in a tomb of early Han times, i.e. from a time earlier than the estab 
lishment of Han-time philology (with its possible pious "corrections" or 
other falsifications). Thus the pictogram-like celestial figures, generally met in 

astronomical-astrological books of comparatively late édition, must have orig 
inated from as early as the Chou period at least, and thus they can be refer 
red to an early Chou time as well, contemporary with the end of the Shang 
House. 

These primitive drawings of the sky, considered vulgär and originating 
perhaps from an early agriculturalist tradition, do not yet reflect imperial 
China, or not even the unifying efforts, longing for a "Centre", „Middle", 

during the second half of the Chou period. The picture of the sky above ancient 
China merely shows a system of small "countries" or Settlements, and only a 

few of them "close" a ruler behind the celestial "ornaments" of their own 
realms. In addition, only a few "empires" such as the "Celestial Market" have 
a "wall" or at least a "bamboo-fence" —as the circular frontière of the territory 

closed by stars are named—including several statelets or Settlements. This 

may best correspond to an earthly situation prior to Shang or in Shang times 

(and on the périphéries even afterwards).17 
The above celestial "mirror" can be also given credit through the dilem 

ma of archaeology when meeting an increasing number of small Settlements, 

starting up everywhere at the end of Shang times. This celestial view can only 
support the explanation given—lacking a better one —by archaeology, namely 
that the time of the "hiatus", i.e. a lack of représentative rulers' résidences, 
between Shang's explored seat An-i and the principal cities of Chou-time 

China, respectively, must have represented merely a phase of development 
that prepared the création of historical cities. The "urbanisation" process in 

17 See on this ту paper including the "Celestial Market", i.e. the "map" of Chinese 

civilization represented by a territory outlined through the names of Chou-time statelets, 
with the picture of the "Twelve Countries", to be mentioned below, etc.: On a few traces 
of ancient Sino-Tibetan contacts in the early Chinese mythic tradition. In : L. Ligeti (ed.) : 

Proceedings of the Csoma de Koros Memorial Symposium held at Mdtrafüred, Hungary, 
24-30 September 1976. Bibliotheca Orientalis Hungarica XXIII, Akadémiai Kiadö, 

Budapest 1978, 88-99. 
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IS I. ECSEDY 

question must have meant a few Clusters of interdependent small Settlements, 

each of a different function, preparing—by their prefiguration of a kind of 

division of labour in the territory—a unified, bigger settlement of later times.18 

Furthermore, upon the lesson of the “celestial signs" as preserved in literary 
tradition, it can be added that the coherent chain of the ‘‘small countries” of 

various functions, can be considered a prehistorical type of link between histor 

ical capitals, enlarging the sphere of civilization, and laying the bases of Chi 

na's later capital-cities, i.e. political and cultural centres. 

The process in question also can be traced in the terms of “capital”. 

Shang's seat was named a 邑 i (a fortified place, also defendable by its very 

Situation, on a height; the graph became a graphical marker of later place 

names, those of royal seats, too).19 In a recently discovered inscription we read 

about Shang as being distinguished by its great i (大邑商 Ta-i Shang fShang 
with Ta-i’，i.e. its capital). While the early terms of royal residences involve 

a reference to the kind of place where they could be built—like i，or 丘 ch'iu 

•ЪШ，mcmnd” and “village，district’’,20 or 阜 fou “big mound, earthen hill’’ 

(a smaller residence, seeming a variant of i)21—there are further denominations 

of capitals, characterising the residences by their functions. The capital was а 

centre of institutions, symbolized by “high houses"：京 ching ；22 it was а 

18 Cf. Kwang-chih Chang, China. In: Courses towards urban life. Archaeological 

сonsiderations of some cultural alternates. R. J. Braidwood and G. R. Willy (eds): 

Viking Fund Publications in Anthropology• Number Thirty-Two (1962), 186-188 ； Ohang, 

The Archaeology of A ncient China, 267-295 (and 209-267) ； Chang, Shang Civilization, 

69-135. 
19 Cf. Karlgren, Grammata Serica Recenea, No. 683a-e : “city, town’’，referring to 

the Shih-ching, without commenting on the graphs b-c (see Appendix A). Chang quotes it 

in an ancient form (Appendix В), a part of which can be interpreted as an enclosure : 

“The character for yi 邑(settlement) . . . and for wei 衛（“defense’’）. . • [cf. Appendix 

C] both show that the essence of a settlement was a walled enclosure" (Chang, Shang 

Civilization, 134). Wei: Karlgren, op. cit” No. 342a-e, “to guard", citing somewhat 

different variants of the early forms, which, however, lead to similar conclusions (e, cf. 

Appendix D) : “The graph has ‘walk’, two ‘feet’ and either ‘a Square’ or a ‘circle’ 

—possibly indicating the walled area guarded by the sentinel". Cf.韋 wei, No. 571a-c, 

“go against opposite directions" (“go against, disobey" etc.), with a form referring to 

Yin times (b, cf. Appendix E), where “The graph shows two feet Walking in opposite 

directions on either side of a circle (wall?) . • 一 The marker of place-names, however, 

in a form ß，originated both from 邑 i and another character 阜 jou ‘‘Ы11’’，being added 

to the riglit and left side of the written characters, respectively ； also see our Note 21. 

20 Of. Karlgren, op. cit” No. 994a-c. 
21 

Karlgren, op. cit” No. 1108a-e : ‘‘The graph represents stairs or steps leading 

down from a height’’ (see the forms b-c : Appendix F, that may remind us of the terraces 

of a cultivated hill-side, too). 
22 

Karlgren, op. cit” No. 755a-c.: "mound, hil】’’，"capital city’’，“great’’ and “big 

granai.y’’. “The graph shows a high building" (see Appendix F). 
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CAPITALS AXD VILLAGE COMMTJXITIKS 19 

place of divination (by tortoise shells): % chao;2Z a military centre ：師 shih;2i 
a fortified place (indicated by its ideographic marker “city，hill”）：都 tuP 
closed by walls ：城 ch'eng,26 provided with market(s)：市 shih. This latter 

term was preserved in later expressions 城市 ch’eng-shih “town，city” or 都市 

tu-shih “city，metropole”，though the shih, beyond its function as a place of 

commercial activities, must have been the centre of other territorial or civiliza 

tory connections as well, represented and defended by the settlement tu or 
the “walls” of ch'eng, according to the Instructions to be drawn e.g. from the 

“Celestial Market". 

The increasing number of ruler's residences in Chou-times—i.e. the 

spreading practice of building fortified Settlements with public institutions—is 
also shown by the trials to make a distinction among them. For instance, 

Shang's residence, too, could have been taken as a model, with various results ; 
but so many г-s could be established that their rank must have been distin 

guished after all. According to a passage of the Tso-chuan, those i-s where 
shrines of ancestors (宗 tsung) were built (i.e. tsung-i^)), were called tu ； and 
these ritual centres became the ruler's residences. The same commentary chron 
icle also endeavoured to distinguish royal residences from each other, cate 

gorizing the tu-s according to their size, i.e. that of their walls (of closed circu 
lar shape, and of surprisingly small size sometimes), according to the rank of 
the royal person residing in them, etc. 

The various ruler's residences must have centred and accumulated, 

produced and spread all the achievements and other values of their realm, as 
illustrated by their above-mentioned terms, too ； agriculture must have been 
the only economical activity for which a place chosen first of all for defence 

(of the royal house and court, its shrine, palaces, and craftsmen's Workshops, 
etc.) must have been unsuitable. The cultivators of land were not living inside 
the walls, as can be seen from the chronicle-passages concerning the building 
and repairing of city walls. But a further capital name, or its pictographic 
form at least, shows the pattern of an agricultural settlement, consisting of а 
“ehessboard” of Square pieces of lands, separated by channel/dyke outlines 
in historical times ； this royal ‘‘ehessboard’’，embodying the human universe 
between the heydays of Shang’s seat(s) and Eastern Chou, is 周 Chou，i.e. the 
name of the Chou House, the mythic capital-constructor of the Chinese tradi 
tion. We can recognize in its pictogram the streets of southern-northern and 

23 
Karlgren, op. cit., No. 1146a: "cracks in heated oracle tortoise shell or bone, 

prognostics, omen", "an area, fixed space", "a great number, million", etc. 
24 

Karlgren, op. cit., No. 569a-e : "multitude", "ail", "army", "population of a 

district, a district", "capital", etc. 
25 

Karlgren, op. cit., No. 45e'-g' : "capital city". 

"Karlgren, op. cit., 818e-g: "city wall", "to fortify", "city". 
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20 I. ECSEDY 

eastern-western directions, respectively, enclosed with a wall, similarly to the 

capital-patterns of Chou times as well as of later periods, referring to the re 

spectable tradition (attributed to the Chou House.27 But this type of а capital 
size settlement had not been excavated—maybe : at least not so far—among 

the ruins of An-i, and is not found in the related written tradition either ； 
and the only parallel can be found in the chessboard-pattern of the agricultur 
al Settlements. Consequently, the interpretation of the word and character 

raises several problems. 
In the name of the Chou House no importance has so far been attributed 

to the pictogram-form of the character concerned. A recognition of its mean 

ing “capital” was also rendered uneasy by an ancient custom and formula 

tion, according to which the principalities in Chou times, and even Chou itself. 

could be also represented and symbolized, especially for a foreigner, by the 

capital alone. Thus, if somebody left for another “country”，he had to start—in 

the case of a person and affair of importance—for the capital of the country 
in question, e.g. a Commander of an army, going to (or against) Chou, went 

necessarily to Chou, i.e. the capital (the seat of the ruler, a guarantee of power, 
etc.). There are, however, a few short and vague passages in the records con 

cerning the founders of the Chou House, which can only be interpreted in an 

unconstrained, from a linguistical-logical point of view natural way, if we take 

into consideration the use of Chou as a term of a type of settlement ； while the 

extant translations are forced to serious efforts—mostly without complete 
success—to fit the name of the Chou House to the passages concerned. 

As regards Chov/s early residential Settlements, each of the founding 
rulers is attributed with the foundation of at least one ancient capital, even if 

the mimber, name and place of these alleged cities are or should be a matter 

of dispute. Namely, the legendary King Wen, i.e.周文王 Chou Wen-wang is 

said to have founded 豐 Feng,周武王 Chou Wu-wang to have founded 鎬 
Hao, and the son of the latter ：周成王 Chou CK eng-wang to have founded 

Lo-i (in Hönau, on the territory of the later Lo-yang). The localization of the 

former eapitals seems doubtful, but the latter one, attributed to another re 

lative of the Chou rulers 召公 Shao-kung as well, is considered identical to the 

place where the Chou House fled to in 771 В. C., to continue its rule as the 

“Eastern Chou” of the tradition, and establishing there its comparatively 
well-documented and archaeologically also known capital Lo-i —Lo-yang. 

Nevertheless, it was another Chou prince, named “the Prince of Chou” : 

周公 Chou-kung who became the “great ancestor of capital-founders’’，esteemed 

27 
Karlgren, op. cit., No. 1083a-e : "circle", "cycle", "a bend" ; "everywherei 

universally", etc. ; "name of place and royal house". "This may be a graph for »Urbs« 

(sc. Chou), a sumrnary drawing of the lay-out of a city (square city wall and main streets 

going north-south and east-west)". (Cf. Appendix G.). 
1 
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CAPITALS AND VILLAGE COMMUNITIES 21 

as a cultural hero of city-building and even of the establishment of civilization 
itself. Being Ch'eng-wang9^ uncle, in CK eng-warig'^, youth he governed Chou,. 

defending the country as a leader of the army, too. After having secured Chou's 
rule against attacks and revolts, he also founded a city, named Chou, settling 
his people there, including the conquered and pacified new subjects, too 

(instead of sacrificing war prisoners, as was once done in Shang, even if after 
smaller wars and in the case of a smaller niimber of prisoners). No related re 
eord clarifies the exact details of the place and time or the size of population — 

relative or alien, Willing or reluctant to move—and the way and method 
“his people” were gathered etc. The commentaries either hesitate when inter 

preting the records in question, or they do not show doubts while understanding 
Chou as a place-name, identifying it with Feng or Hao, respectively, or even 
with Lo-i. The description of the construction of Chou's capital in the “Book 

of Documents” (Shu-ching) did not preserve a related place name, and the 
name of the Chou ruler—who ordered the construction—is not clarified either 
from the text in question or from other records. As a rule, Chou-kung is con 
sidered to be the founder, and Lo-i the “new capital” founded by him. 

From the related passages about the use of the word chou it can at least 
be inferred that it concerned the royal residence under construction (and not to 
the ruling house). It seems to have been distinguished in a way similar to that 
of the distinction of the i-s, growing in number towards and after the end of 
the Shang era: whether or not a shrine was built in them ：宗周 tsung-chou 
(“shrine-cÄow), or it was just closed and/ог fortified ：成（〜城）周 c/^erz^-chou 
("walled chou). The original and general form 成周 Ch,eng-chou, i.e. its first 

part 成 ch'eng, does not yet reflect the element 土 t,u ‘‘earth” 一indicating e.g. 
the material of fortifications—at least not at the beginning of the Chou period, 
when there was only an occasional usage of keys in characters. The word 成 
ch’eng was meant or interpreted as a promise of “completeness’’ and "per 
fectness”，i.e. “prosperity”，illustrated or explained e.g. by a sign and witness 
of the inheritance of a bronze-age civilization, namely the bronze-weapon 
element of the written character.28 But the scholars of the Hau period, as seen 

28 The basic element ch'eng — 
apparently the original form of the character, but 

later on having merely a phonetic function in ch'eng "city wall", "to fortify", "city" 

(Karlgren, op. cit., No. 818 e-g) 
— meant "to achieve, complété", "cornpleted, perfect", 

"peace-making". Although Karlgren concluded that "Explanation of graph uncertain", 
he connected the character, apparently upon the "weapon" element of its early forms 

(Appendix H) with those of the character hsü ("cyclical character" : Karlgren, op. cit., 
No. 1257h-l, cf. Appendix J). In the latter case he added : "The graph seems to be a 

drawing of a weapon akin to the dagger-axe." This kind of weapon, found already in 

bronze-made form in Shang-time royal tornbs, seems to have been a constituent in early 
forms of several characters referring to a "civilizatory" or "stately" sphere of notions, 
see my book On the Beginnings oj the Chinese State. 
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22 I. ECSEDY 

in the geographical chapter of Pan Ku7s Han-shu, still preserved information 

that the capital where Chou-kung had unified and settled his people together. 
was a fortified settlement with walls {сКeng), in the area of Lo-yang, named 

王城 Wang-ch/eng (“Royal Wall/Fortress/City")—whether or not it had been 

the name or a descriptive designation of the residence attributed to Chou-kung. 
That is why we may meet archaeological trials to divide the early Chou sites 

and findings around Lo-yang for the supposed capitals Feng and Hao, Clreng 
chou and Wang-ch'eng, respectively. However, after having drawn the sketch 

of а шар of the supposed ancient view of the area, it is admitted that in the 

layers prior to Lo-yang of Eastern Chou times, several dozens of small villages 

(village-like small Settlements) were found instead of one huge city or even 

more of them.29 

Without dwelling on the thorny philological problems to be raised 

concerning the term chou，it should be mentioned that several passages con 

taining it—also in the forms tsung (('sb.Tine,9)-chou and Ch’eng ('(walled)-chou, 

respectively—occur on inscriptions from the early Chou period, too. Both 011 

the inscriptions and in the chronicles it refers to the royal residence, founded 

and established by Chou-kung，or simply to the “old” or “veritable’’ residence. 

Ch’eng-chou appears as the land of the settled subjects, and tsung-chou refers 

to the previous, recently left capital, with the shrine of ancestors that, natural 

ly, remained in the old land. The term tsung-chou was used in the latter sense 

by Ssu-rna Ch’ien’s uHistorical Records” (Shih-chi), around 90 B.C., in several 

passages concerning the founders of the Chou House, and the commentaries 

reflect an effort to guess the “true” old residence, where the ruler in question 

happened to ‘‘return’’ on certain occasions. 

Thus Chou-kung was perhaps not simply “Chou's Prince,J—the other 

rulers and royal relatives are mentioned, as a rule, by their name—but “Chou、 

hing’，，i.e. its “father”，“prince” ；30 he was the ancestor of city-building, 

personifying a unique capital-foundation, unparalleled both in Chou and in 

Chinese) history as a whole. In the records of one Single event or a short process, 

naturally the details could be faded out. An extreme form like this of “complete 

ness", bringing about prosperity for a whole people and country within one 

settlement, had historical prospects only in the ancient Mediterraneum, where 

the “normal childhood" of mankind began ； there an intentional and still 

natural Community of agricultural population represented a political entity 
in one settlement: in a polis，while it still preserved its patriarchal demo 

89 Cf. Chang, The Archaeology of Ancient China, 312-323. 
30 Cf. Karlgren, op. cit., No. 1173a-f; henoe : "public", "impartial, just", "(offi 

ciai place :) palace". On the related pictographs : "Some of these forme seem to suggest a 

phallic interprétation ..." 
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cracy, also after the "settling together" (synoikismos).31 In China, however, this 

phase of human history seems to have appeared in the above ephemeral forms 

only, e.g. in the mythic moment of Chou-kung's city-foundation. It may con 

firm both a related natural tendency at the beginning of Chinese history, and 

a failure of founding a new type higher Community of a country's size, due to 

the primitive way—i.e. conquest—of forming a State (a "city-state"), as shown 

by its sinking into almost complété oblivion even in China. The later capitals 
"embodied" the country—the empire of a population of différent origin at 

least—through their représentative appearance; they manifested themselves 

as mere brilliant peaks of the mechanically—bureaucratically—organized and 

controlled social pyramid, constraining the tributary subjects to settle in 

controllable "squares", according to the original form and a wider sense of 

the word and character chou. 

The intentional use of the chou form as a model, at least in early times, 
and "city-planning" as a practice сап be illustrated by the two written char 

acters of "plan(ning)", "draw(ing)". Namely, in the early form of hua a 

hand, holding a brush, draws a chou, i.e. a square divided into four smaller 

squares of "fields" (and their settled population),32 while the character of the 

other term of "plan(ning)" [M] t'u originally could have involved the "high 

building", symbolizing public institutions of the capital ; and as a "picture", 
the latter referred primarily to a tributary région, loyal to a related ruler (and 
ruler's résidence).33 

In China it was the agricultural population alone which could develop 
the chessboard-form Organization of settlement in a natural way, i.e. as a nat 

ural precondition of their way of production. Sharing in a limited quantity of 

cultivable, i.e. under the given technical conditions given cultivable land by a 

communal form of production and settlement, a more or less spontaneous de 

velopment of the East Asian neolithic millennia could involve and maintain 

the civilizatory achievements in a cumulated form. Therefore it could be the 

basis of the urban culture and even of a basic chou structure of ancient capi 

31 Cf. F. Tôkei, Der Ursprung der Polis : Antike und Feudalismus. Zur marxisti 

schen Geschichtstheorie (Beiträge zu Interpretationsproblemen Marxscher Formulierungen) 

II. Akadémiai Kiadö, Budapest 1977, 31-112 ; on the reasons of the Chinese contrast : 

F. Tôkei, Les conditions de la propriété foncière dans la Chine de l'époque Tcheou. Acta 

Antiqua Hung. VI (1958) 245-300 (esp. part II). 
32 Cf. Karlgren, op. cit., No. 847a-d, pronounced huo : "delineate, mark off, to 

plan", "limitate" ; hua : "to draw a design, to figure, depict". "The graph has a hand 

holding a stylus . . . and drawing a map . . ." (cf. Appendix J). 
33 Cf. Karlgren, op. cit., No. 64a-c : "map drawing, table" ; "plan, consult for, 

consider", "calculate, expect" . . . "The graph is a drawing" (cf. Appendix К). See ту 

arguments for the above interprétation of the graph and character in ту book (On the 

Beginnings of the Chinese State). 
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tals—to be followed by later urban Settlements as well—although the system 
of equal Squares of plots recalls an archaic agricultural Utopia of the so-called 

井田 ching-t9ien “well-field” system, allegedly referring to pre-urban times, 
or at least a historical phase prior to the establishment of imperial tributary 
administration. 

The tradition concerning “well-fields” has changed colour on the brushes 

of so many generations that even its historical validity was queried.34 It must 

have preserved and adopted many historical details of China's agricultural de 

velopment,35 originating from different periods and thus referring primarily 
to the economic history of those periods ； it is a matter of further research to 

clarify: to which period, and to what extent, etc. Its actual circumstances 

sank so deeply in a social memory desiring past golden ages, that it became а 

symbol of patriarchal Utopia and a slogan against bureaucratic oppression, 
and its mere name also became equivalent to egalitarian agrarian reform in the 

course of political struggles, even until modern time.36 Nevertheless, in the 

above context a reference should be made to its earliest description—in the 

philosophical treatise of Meng-tzu—first of all concerning the order and Organ 
ization of the “ching-fields’’，37 i.e. to the structure of a settlement referred to as 

ching-fien, without treating here the related voluminous philological problems. 

According to Meng-tzu, the population of well-fields settled around or in 

the neighbourhood of a well ； and alongside this Statement, a further passage 
can be found to the effect that the people concerned settled in the form of а 

Square, where the square-shaped fields—separate, but joining plots ：私 ssu—oi 

eight families surrounded the Square of the public (and its representative): 
the 公 kung. No comment is made to draw due attention to the fact that 

Meng-tzu described, in fact, two forms of settlement, recalling the two layers 
of the tradition concerning the celestial “fortifications” (i.e. the “market’’ 

with or without a centre). 
Both the celestial occurrences of the character ching, in the stellar denom 

inations, and their possible interpretations in ancient text show two layers 

34 Cf. e.g. L. S. Vasilev, Agrarnye otnosenija i obscina v drevnem Kitae (XI-VII vv. 

do n.ê.). Moscow 1961, 18-24. 
35 

Recently even the communities of "free" peasants, leaving their traditional 

village communities were for some reason sought for upon certain alleged traits of the 

"well-communes", i.e. something différent from the traditional villages of historical 

times, cf. G. Schmitt, Irrigationssysteme größeren Umfange in China vor der Qin-Zeit. 

In : Produktivkräfte und Gesellschaftsformationen in vorkapitalistischer Zeit. J. Herr 

mann and Irmgard Sellnow (eds) : Veröffentlichungen des Zentralinstituts für alte Ge 

schichte und Archäologie der Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR 12. Akademie-Verlag, 
Berlin 1982, 161. 

36 Cf. e.g. E. Balâzs, Evolution of landownership in fourth- and fijth-century China : 

Chinese Civilization and Bureaucracy, 101-102. 
37 

Meng-tzu, ehap. III.A. 
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CAPITALS AND VILLAGE COMMUXITIES 25 

or facets, with inevitable philological problems: either the meaning “well” 

is explained, tacitly referring to the central space — closed by the lines, cross 

ing each other (cf. Appendix K)—or the Square Spaces beyond the crossings 
are also seen in it, unambiguously represented only in the old character of 

chou (cf. Appendix G), where the outlines “close” the Squares around the central 

part of the character. This same two-fold logical and pictographical view can 

be illustrated by heavenly and earthly parallele as well. The celestial “market” 

was also represented as a mere outline—a chain of “countries”一while later 

it became the denomination of the territory closed by this outline ； and in 

this way, later it could indicate the market-place as well. Similarly, the name 

of the square-like piece of land 方 fang could mean, among others, the outlines 

of a Square as well as the space closed by it.38 Furthermore, even in the case of 

the 城 ch’eng “(city)wall’’，doubts may be raised about whether this concerns 

only the walls or a part of them or the territory, too, protected by the (circle 
or Square of) walls : the ‘‘city”. 

It must be admitted that the “well-oriented’’ type of cAm^-settlements 
recalls the more rudimentary settling conditions, while the “chessboard” 

pattern seems more civilised, referring to a comparatively late period, since 
it involves cultivators settled around an institution-centre. At least we could 

conclude so from the meaning of the characters 公 kung and 私 ssu, usually 
written in the Squares constituting the symbolic Square of a ching-fien “well 
field (settlement)”，the kung (“communal”，“public” field) being in the centre, 
while several ssu (fields of separate families) are situated around it. But no 

consideration has so far been ventured about the possibility that the kung-ssu 

system and the antinomic notions involved do not necessarily belong to the 

“chessboard” where it used to be written in, and naturally even less about the 
time of their appearance in the “chessboard’’ of chou. 

By good fortune there is evidence about the primary form of the “Squares 
of fields’’ that still lack a “middle”. Namely, an early Chout-time inscription 
was found recently, including—among terms of granted fields—pictographic 
characters of square-complexes, arranged in different shapes in a function of 

ching, but not at all in a group of nine fields ； and, what is more interesting, 
those сЛгтгу-complexes not only lack a “middle”，but they are not of a circular 

symmetric shape, and thus there seems no place in them for a centre either. As 

a settlement-form, it reveals the same archaism as the early form of the 

“Celestial Market”一originally outlined without a “middle”一and showing а 

similar development with a central public Square or with a throne in the centre 

(accompanied by other “stellar buildings’’ of a capital), respectively. By the 

38 Cf. Karlgren, op. cit., No. 740a-f : "square", "quarter, région, place", "on ail 

aides, everywhere", etc. 
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26 I. ECSEDV 

way, this first layer of the ching-t'ien tradition is reflected in the egalitarian 

political Utopism, the "equal pieces of land" being an actual or symbolic de 

mand of agrarian reformists. 

This early layer of the ching-t'ien tradition and the pattern of settlement 

involved in the agricultural population of China's land, could be adopted from 

the conquered and resettled population by Chou-kung, i.e. by the capital 

founding ruling house personified in him. Then, after having realized and 

maintained this form of civilization—in the very sense of the word : in a city 
of state importance and rôle—its représentative form served as a model in 

the royal (princely) résidences of Chou times, as a challenge or even as an 

order : in order to civilise the tax-paying subjects, in a "planned" form, as 

shown by the pictograph of the written character of hua "to draw", i.e. the 

brush-holding hand above the chessboard of a ching.39 

Only one feature of Chou-kung's above-mentioned capital-foundation 
cannot be found in the early records, namely the essential factor of the mo 

tive, i.e. the intention that the new résidence should represent the whole con 

quered population or the whole new empire ; maybe, for the very reason that 

it is but natural, this does not seem attested by the symbolic-poetical infor 

mation of the pictographs either. Therefore, it can also be supposed that the 

surrendering or conquered population called or forced by the conquerors to 

a controllable place —suitable for their way of life—brought with them the 

tradition of the simple structure of their earlier Settlements. This must have 

happened similarly to later période of China, when the escaping or pursued 

population was able to re-organize its traditional village communities, even if 

moving to another extremity of the empire, by a related experience of long 
centuries or even millennia.40 

The clear formulation of a "stately" function of the capital, namely that 

it should appear as a représentation—an "embodiment"—of the country 

39 Cf. Note 33. 
40 See the recent considérations on village communities, their traditional vitality 

until today, and slight changes according to the changes of times : Françoise Aubin, 

Quelques étapes dans l'histoire des villages en Chine impériale et républicaine. In : 

Les communautés rurale. Troisième partie : Asia et Islam (Recueils de la Société Jean Bodin 

pour l'histoire comparative des institutions XLII). Dessain et Tolra, Paris 1982, 227-282 

(in the same volume, pp. 195—218, another article includes in its title the system of 

ching-t'ien, but it deals with the whole agriculture in early Chou times, for refusing Kuo 

Mo-jo's opinion about the slavery character of the ching-t'ien: "Communauté rurale en 

Chine sous la dynastie des Zhou occidentaux (XIe siècle — 771 A. C.). Système du «jing 
tian» et esclavagisme?" by TsienTche-hao) ; and their various relationships to other an 

cient types of Settlements : Dorfgemeinde und Stadt in Asien. Martin-Luther-Universität 

H alle-Wittenberg Wissenschaftliche Beiträge 1982/51 (I 18), Halle (Saale) 1982. (On China : 

G. Lewin, Taiping Yulan — eine Enzyklopädie der Nördlichen Song-Zeit zum Begriff der 

chinesischen Stadt, pp. 47-57). 
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€APITALS AND VILLAGE COMMUNITIES 27 

(empire),41 is preserved, with a description of a capital-model of south-north 

and east-west oriented streets (crossing each other in a way forming a complex 
of Squares) in the book Chou-li “Chov/s Ceremonies’，, compiled in Hau times, 
i. e. around or even after the beginning of our era, and having lost its scholarly 
credit only recently. A series of Chou-time princely residences would strength 
en the credit of the Chou-li’s description—or rather: prescription of build 

ing—of a capital ； and it is not impossible that the prescription was evoked by 
these spectacular realizations of an ancient expectation, i.e. it was based on 

the related tradition itself. Nevertheless, we may also seek with good reason 

for a more direct memory of the “first”，unique capital in Chinese history, 
founded for embodying the new “country” of a new ruling house. 

This short summary has to avoid the short and vague chronicle pas 

sages, revealing—through a complex cross-questioning of the ancient texts—а 

living tradition concerning Chou-kung’钱 chou. Fortunately, we know about 

another capital-foundation where more details may also help to trace the mo 

tives of the foundation of early Chou residence, attributed to Chou-hung. The 

source passages in question concern the foundation of a new empire and its 

capital: that of the CK in House and Ch'in Shih Huang-ti (221-210 B.C.). 
The First Emperor of China was recorded as a despot of manic ambitions 

for power, ruling by military, political and ritual force as well. Although the 

details of his life are recorded with lacunae, without even seeking for their 

coherence — and this may be said about his chronicle biography in Ssu-ma 
Ch9ien9s Shih-chiy too—,42 the story of his conquests, followed by his chief 

minister Li Ssu's suggestions and/or his own measurements, offer a few de 

tails of his founding a capital, interpretable as indirect references to the 

Chou capital, too, and especially to the mysterious unexcavated residence of 

Chou-hing. An interpretation like this is also warranted by Ch4n Shih Huang 
ti's explicit order to the effect that his imperial residence should be similar to 

Chou’已 capital. He could then have had in mind neither Feng or Hao—dbS the 

authors of the subsequent commentaries did, hesitating concerning the capital 
really concerned—since not only the appearance, but even the site of those 

residences were unknown at СТгЧп times (and until modern times). Still less 

could Ch4n Shih Huang-ti mean the capital of the just defeated CÄo^-state, 
weakened and narrowed down by the end of the period that was traditionally 
mentioned by its name. The reference to Chou、capital, however, was not а 

mere pretentious phrase—considered so by his chroniclers—as shown by the 

related details. 

41 Cf. F. Tôkei, Genre Theory in China (cf. Note 16), 12-13 (and Note 6). 
42 

Shih-chi, VI. Cf. D. Bodde, China's First Unifier. A Study of the Ch'in Dynasty 
as Seen in the Life of Li Ssu (280 î-208 В. C.). Hong Kong University Press, Hong 

Kong 19672, 112-120. 
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28 I. ECSEDY 

After having conquered what had remained of Chou's earlier territory 
and realm, Ch'in Shih Huang-ti sent people to search for the famous nine 鼎 
ting-s ~ bronze-made sacrificial tripod-vessels—allegedly originating from as 

early a time as that of the prehistoric founder Yü of the legendary dynasty 
Hsia. The vessels in question were brought from Shang—conq^eYmg and fol 

lowing Hsia—to the residence of Chou by the surrendering high ranking people 
of the Shang court, and this was equivalent to the foundation and recognition 
of a new ruling house. Each of the vessels represented a territory of the new 
realm—a “province’’ 一 in the form of a picture on them about the ‘‘demcms” 
of the places showing the new subjects, since both the “demon”（鬼 kui), 
and the “foreigner/stranger”（異 г) were pictographed at the end of the Shang 
Yin and early Chou age as quite similar human figures.43 (These local repre 
sentations were misunderstood only by a later scholarly tradition as a coherent 

“map” of “nine provinces" of the “Hsia dynasty’’，apparently in one and the 
same picture ； this was not confirmed yet in the story of Tso-chuan about the 
bronze tings of a ritual number : nine, with separate pictures on each of them.) 
But it turned out that by the time of the First Emperor eight of the nine 
ritual bronze signals of royal power had been lost. He even sent in vain 4,000 
of his men for the ninth ting to the depth of the river Ssu (柩|7j( Ssu-shui); 

they sank in the water where the vessel had disappeared. 
After having defeated the separate principalities (of the Chou “Empire’’， 

i. e. period), CK in Shih Huang-ti ordered the walls of the principalities (ter 
ritories/residences) to be demolished. In addition to the Strategie reasons in 

volved, this action might also have been motivated by the symbolic importance 
of the walls—even in the case of small, weak or weakened walls—as an actual 

place and guarantee of a ruler's residence. (As a matter of fact, there seems to 

be no evidence about an empire-wide realization of this order during the mere 

ly one decade of rule of the First Emperor.) 
When the conquest of the new subjects and territories came to an end, 

Ch'in Shih Huang-ti ordered the weapons to be collected from the principali 
ties that surrendered. No information was given about the metal of the weap 
ons ；perhaps already they all or partly were made of iron, but they were used 

in a way recalling the bronze age, when the rarity made metal a ritual value 

rather than a material of every day use or even of produetive purpose. Namely, 
the Emperor did not use the weapons for arming his soldiers, but had them 

melted down and cast into 12 giant figures to guard his capitaFs walls. (No 
evidence can be found about the implementation or its technical possibili 

43 Cf. Karlgren, op. cit., 569a-c, kui : "spirit, ghost, démon". "The graph is a 

drawing" (a kneeling human being, with something stränge on the head, cf. Appendix L) ; 
No. 954a-c, i : "différent", "rare", "aberrant, stränge". "The graph shows a human 

figure with raised hands and a head like that of a démon" (cf. Appendix M). 
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ties, etc.) The number twelve, in addition to its ritual role as a sacrosaint 

number, in this context would apparently symbolize the “countries” or “pro 
vinces” of Chou’钱 subjects, occurring in several denominations of the Chou 
time principalities. (A Variation of these series of “countries” can be met e.g. 
in the celestial configuration of China’s ‘‘map’’，which is secondary compared 
to the “Celestial Market" : in the stellar outlines of the “Twelve Countries’’.44 

Finally, Ch'in Shih Huang-ti ordered the rieh aristoeratie families of the 

provinces to move to his new residence, and that they should build up their 

palaces—instead of those left at home—in the capital. The number of new 
inhabitants is indicated as 120,000 families, and if really the number of their 
families is given in the records, this could mean—in case of the five-member 
nucleus families of the tradition—a large city of more than one million inhab 
itants. This number does not seem to be unrealistic when it is considered 
that this became the capital of the following dynasty, i.e. the Hau Empire, 
esteemed to have 50 millions of subjects. Judging from Hsien-yang's Asia 
wide fame, it could provide the appropriate living conditions for as many as а 
million inhabitants, at the foundation of the empire, too. Nevertheless, the 
number 120,000, is expressed—according to the customs of the Chinese 

language—as “12 times ten-thousand”，and the “ten-thousand” ("^ wart) is 
not so much a number in ancient Chinese as a symbol of multitude. Thus the 
number of families called to the capital is apparently similar in form to the 
ritual number of twelve of e.g. the above mentioned, metal figures. 

Furthermore, the construction of palaces based on the models left on 
the local residences of the new inhabitants, required—apart from the experts 
and material, probably available on the spot, too—the servants of their homes 
and the agricultural population around them, to be called for labour-service 

during the construction work. Naturally they must also have followed the 
rieh families, providing the needed labour power and craft and construction 
skills. In effect,this order of CKin Shih Huang-ti involved the ritual imperative 
of “representation’’一of the local people and their lords with their princely 
residences—while openly declaring that the new capital followed Chou’色 pat 
tern. In Chou，色 history we meet only once the moment when the population 
was “settled together”，namely in the capital founded by Ghou-kung. CKin 
Shih Huang-ti^ order, referring to this predecessor of his residence, must have 
also preserved a prescription of representation as a part of the related tradi 

tion, as far as can be seen in the demand to transfer the palaces, in order to 
show and guarantee his power over the related provinces. 

Consequently, the tradition concerning Chou-kung's capital-foundation 
can be inferred from this spectacular and imperial reference to a survived form 
of it, still known in Ch4n times, although it was forgotten by Confucian poster 

44 Cf. Note 16. 
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30 I. ECSEDY 

ity, apparently hostile even to the memory of the violent persecutor of Con 

fucianism. Concluding from the indirect evidence of the First Emperor's life 

and deeds, the foundation of Ch'eng-chou must have been the mythic moment, 
when every other settlement must have changed role and character. After 

that very moment, every fortified résidence i became "provincial" compared 
to the capital, and ching-settlement could play only a subordinate role ; si 

milarly to the other types of Settlements, they could at most survive as an 

administrative, tax-paying unit, often as no more than a "village".45 The 

"small countries" of the earlier Settlements and their closely related neigh 
bourhood could exist but in peaceful Taoist Utopias or in didactic-martial 

Confucian and legist philosophie references to a past golden âge, sinking into 

prehistory, while their coherent chain and systematic complex can only be 

studied on the sky of the ancient astronomie-astrologie tradition. Even this 

celestial evidence is still hidden by ancient royal tombs, perhaps in that of 

Ch'in Shih Huang-ti, too, where one of the last attempts must have been 

made to harmonize the celestial configurations of the "round-shaped sky" 
and the earthly picture of the "square-shaped" earth, i.e. tax-paying empire 
"under the sky", reflecting one another, according to ancient Chinese cosmo 

gonie traditions. How and to what extent this information will be proved 

dépends on the archaeological excavations now in process, and it is to be hoped 
that further related records will also become available. 

The historical process of organising an empire—in its prospects : an 

organic social complex of a state—the mere préfiguration of which could be 

realized and is confirmed by the records on Chou, ended in Ch'in Shih Huang 
ti's, foundation of an empire and its représentative résidence. It involves mere 

ly the mythic memory of the great capital-préfiguration : Chou-kung's chou 

(Ch'eng-chou) may inform posterity—even if not earlier than e.g. after the 

above-mentioned philological-logical efforts—about an early co-existence and 

mutual historical dependence of capital(s) and village communities, their 

contacts and meeting, developing into an organic unit at an early moment 

of intentional settlement Organization. In China this did not bring about an 

"urban révolution",46 not even real cities in the ancient or modem sense of 

the word, but it represented the summit achievement of China's neolith 

(bronze) âge, and the beginning of the Chinese civilization proper. 

45 
Only this late role of г-s is taken into considération by certain scholars, cf. e.g. 

Vasilev (Note 36), flashing back the situation to the beginning of the Ist millennium В. C., 

too : pp. 116-123. 
46 Cf. Childe (N. 5) ; The Urban Revolution. Tovm Planning Review 21 (1950), 

3-17. 
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